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Case study of a DIAMES Integration - making truss works 
DIAMES is used to monitor and 

control the production process of 

presses – cutting steel plates with 

nails from steel coils for American, 

Canadian and Caribbean roof 

constructions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Environment: 
This highly automated production process consists of cutting steel plates and automatically packing them as 
trays (large size), bundles (medium size) or loose plates collected in a box which requires minimum machine 
operator effort. 

System features and functions: 
Because trays, bundles and boxes get automatically marked with a barcode label with all essential information 
when leaving the press, the transport system recognizes them and automatically directs the transport flow 
accordingly to the final destination: 

 

Any deviation of production execution against the plan recognized by DIAMES, immediately alerts the operator 
in charge. This in order to fix the reason for the recognized deviation as soon as possible.  

Detailed and immediate production activity reporting to the ERP system and general performance reporting is 
used to permanently improve the plant’s productivity.  

DIAMES has enabled the company to initially improve its productivity by more than 20% within less than four 
months after commissioning. Today, the performance level has been further improved with technical and also 
organizational activities as recognized by DIAMES.  

DIAMES has been running with BaaN and is currently running together with MS Navision.  
DIAMES is there operational since 1999. 
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